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President Nathiel Egosi, P.E. has been 

busy with several speaking engage-

ments including moderating a lively 

discussion on the merits of mixed 

waste processing MRFs as well as 

providing presentations at NAWTEC 

in Orlando regarding the new RRT 

designed/built MRF in Perham, 

MN,  a detailed discussion on MRF 

contamination in Blue Mountain, ON 

at the Ontario Recyclers’ Workshop 

and a forward looking presentation on 

“MRF game changes for the 21st Cen-

tury” at the Maryland Recyclers Net-

work conference in Baltimore. Addi-

tionally RRT is co-sponsoring the 

MRF Operators’ Forum in Chicago 

this coming October with a specific 

training agenda/focus on MRF opera-

tions and maintenance.  

In other news, RRT expanded its 

engineering services in the area of 

power generation through is new divi-

sion, RRT SIGMA. A recent assign-

ment was  the preparation of a Micro-

grid feasibility study for the Village 

of Rockville Center under a grant 

from NYSERDA.  Increased attention 

has been focused on microgrids lately 

because of the inherent resiliency to 

electrical infrastructure that they 

bring.   These decentralized power 

production and distribution grids are 

often more efficient than the average 

electric grid since they generally in-

corporate combined heat and power 

(CHP, a.k.a. cogeneration) in their 

design.  They remain connected to the 

main utility electric grid during nor-

mal operation but are capable of run-

ning in an islanded mode (isolated) in 

case of any type of disturbance to the 

utility grid.  Numerous microgrids 

with CHP and islanding capability 

survived Hurricane Sandy, the North-

east blackout of 2003 and other major 

disruptions, providing continuous 

utility services to their custom-

ers.  The improved efficiency with 

CHP generally results in less emis-

sions to the environment as 

well.  RRT designs both CHP and 

electrical infrastructure.      
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